
 

At Revology Performance we believe a well-engineered vehicle begins with well-engineered 
parts. Our products are designed in-house and crafted by our engineers and product partners to 
be the best solution available. These parts are designed for a specific fit and application and are 
not universal in nature. They solve a packaging or installation issue using the best parts 
available. We hope you have many years of enjoyment with your classic Mustang utilizing the 
Revology Performance products you have purchased. 

 

Revology Performance 1967-1970 
Mustang Trunk Support Kit 
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The first-generation Mustang used a torsion rod or flat spiral wound spring (depending upon 
year and body style) to induce enough counter balance to hold the Mustang’s decklid in a raised 
position. These springs can weaken over time and decades of opening and closing the decklid 
and often will result in the decklid not being able to maintain an open position, falling closed due 
to its own weight. The problem can very much be exasperated by owner installed items like 
spoilers, fiberglass body extensions, luggage racks, and so forth. While the hardtop and 
convertible torsion rod setup has multiple settings to adjust the torsion rods, adding additional 
tension to counter such weight, the 1967-1968 Mustang’s fastback flat spiral wound springs do 
not. As these springs wear over time there isn’t much you can do but replace the hinge 
assemblies (the springs aren’t available separately). Replacing the complete hinge assemblies 
means not only having to paint the new hinges body color, but replacement requires removal of 
the decklid and realignment of the decklid to the surrounding panels. 

A much easier solution is our new gas-assisted decklid hinge spring trunk support kit. Our kit 
replaces your tired flat spiral wound hinge springs with modern soft-open gas struts that will 
easily support your decklid along with any accessories mounted to it. The installation is quite 
simple, requiring only four small mounting holes to be drilled in the rear transition panel for the 
gas spring’s mounting brackets, and can be installed in less than an hour with basic hand tools 
and a drill. This kit is currently used in all new Revology Cars 1967-1968 Mustang fastback 
production cars and is the perfect update to any 1967-1968 Mustang fastback. 

 

 

 



Parts Included: 
Qty Description 
2 High-Pressure Gas Strut Assemblies 
2 Gas Strut Mounting Brackets 
4 Gas Strut Bracket Mounting Screws 
2 Gas Strut Mounting Studs 
2 Gas Strut Mounting Stud Spacers 
2 Gas Strut Mounting Stud Washers 
2 Gas Strut Mounting Stud Lock Nuts 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Support your fastback’s decklid with an adjustable 
hood prop tool or equivalent. Ensure the tool is 
secured in such manner than it will not slip out of 
position. We strongly encourage the use of the correct 
tool here versus a length of 2x4 or other such item. 
 

2. Use something like a plastic trim tool or paint stir 
stick to protect the painted body from impact while 
prying the flat spiral wound spring free from the hinge 
with a large flat blade screwdriver and then remove 
the spring. Repeat for the opposite side spring. 

3. Place the provided 10mm ball stud with thick 
spacer (pre-production kit shown with washers 
here) through the existing hole in the arm of the 
hinge so that the stud faces the quarter panel and 
the ball faces inward as shown. 

4. Secure the previously installed 10mm ball stud 
with a single hardened washer and nylon lock nut 
and tighten. Repeat these steps for the opposite 
hinge assembly. 

5. Attach one of the gas struts to each installed 
ball stud with the gas strut body “up” as shown 
here. Install one of the 90-degree mounting 
brackets to each gas strut’s free end with the 
mounting holes facing towards the wheel well. 

6. Position the brackets against the rear 
transition panel with the gas strut at its natural 
and full extension. Do not compress the strut. 
The brackets should butt up against the stamped 
bend/line in the transition panel as shown. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. With the 90-degree mounting brackets firmly 
held against the transition panel, mark the four 
mounting holes to be drilled. A silver paint pen or 
marker does a great job, but you can use a pick 
tool to scribe the hole or an automatic center-
punch will get the job done as well. 
“ 

 

9. Secure the two 90-degree mounting brackets 
to the transition panel with the #8 screws 
provided. 

 

10. The completed installation should look like 
this with your gas struts at full extension and 
properly secured to the transition panel and 
decklid hinge arm. 

 

8. The screws we provide for the 90-degree 
mounting brackets are “self-drilling” but we find it 
easier to install by providing a pilot hole drilled first 
using an 1/8-inch drill bit. A sharp bit will make 
easy work of this step and provide a clean hole to 
accept the mounting screws. 

 



 

DISCLAIMER: Revology Cars LLC is not liable for personal, property, legal, bodily injury or financial 
damages that may arise from the use, either proper or improper, of its products or parts. The purchaser 
is solely responsible for the safety and performance of these products. The installation of Revology Cars 
LLC products or parts may adversely affect other vehicle components, safety equipment, or 
manufactured goods (collectively, “goods”). Revology Cars LLC assumes no responsibility for any damage 
to other goods or bodily injury that may arise due to failure of other goods, due to installation and/or 
use, either proper or improper, of its products or parts. No warranty is expressed or implied. The liability 
of Revology Cars LLC is limited to the replacement of defective products or parts found under 
examination by manufacturer to be defective in material or workmanship within 60 days after purchase, 
and which has not been caused by an accident, improper use, alteration, tampering, excessive use, 
misuse, modification or abuse. Revology Cars LLC assumes no responsibility for errors and/or omissions 
in the diagrams, pictures, illustrations or text in these instructions or the documents contained herewith 
Revology Performance 
6756 Edgewater Commerce Parkway 
Orlando, FL32810 
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